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About This Game

Destiny Hunter is a story based RPG game in which you can control two characters, a female warrior and a female Archer. The
story is about searching a better place to live and of course find your Destiny. You need to pass through cold places and reach

into a better place to finish the game. It sounds really adventurous isn't it? Well, get your copy and get into this great adventure.

You will also need to complete quests and collect items and also unlock doors in order to pass level and get to the place you need
to go. Do you have what it takes to stay alive and complete this adventure? If yes, simply get your copy and try your best to get

to the place you need to be.

Note : When you save the game, you can only save the level, the quests you have to do them again!

Hope you enjoy it!
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Title: Destiny Hunter
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
TheMasterGames
Publisher:
TheMasterGames
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 3.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Gtx 660 2GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Device Default

English
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The game has a lot of passion and promise. The concept of using animals as people, and the main characters, allows some good
punchlines to bash over the characters with. I wish the game has a few more game mechanics and I hope the game's story gets
longer in Ep.2. But, I really enjoyed the game in regards for what it is. There a good amounts of jokes in this game that are
puns. That I found it punny for myself, especially near the end of the game. If the creators keep making jokes\/skits like those,
the game could even been more hilarious. Well at least for me that is.

If this game has more developed jokes\/skits and put more consequences of your choices that will effect your main protagonist,
or other animal characters that plays a huge role in the story, it could offer more to the players.

Hope that the developers and publishers release Ep.2 soon, I cannot wait. If you aren't sure about this game, you should check it
out some youtubers playing this. What got me interested in this game was watching some game-play from a youtube channel
called Yippee Ki Yay Mr Falcon, that's what lead me to know more about the game.

Developers keep up the good work. This game deserves more attention for what its worth in the indie game community.. this
sucks all the airport is a strip of grass and when it says im right on top of it im about to hit a mountian. The game designer has
had a clever idea, but has completely failed to consider the player experience. The connection between cause and effect is
completely hidden and nonsensical. (Why do so many ad campaigns fail? Why do companies get angry with me when I've risked
my own money to promote them, and gained them customers?)

For masochists and desperate simulation-seekers only.. it is fun, if your into that kinda thing fun, my only real problem was the
ai loading inbetween turns can take up to 20mins on the biggest galaxy setting with 9 races, maybe its my computer, idk. ill
always come back for more but its really annoying when i got a thought out plan on what to do on my next turn only to forget
what i was going to do due to the fact the turns take forever with pop up messages with deals that are of no use to me anyhow,
which then causes me to get annoyed and annihalate a single race due to the fact the game designers made them that way i would
say a must play if you loved gal civ but hated the fleet restrictions. great setup but you can win with missle cruisers, fleet carriers
and roid rollers. all the other ships have their uses but if a massive wave of missles wipe everything they have and fighters go
into mop it up becomes repetitive, ill be back for more but the game designers might want to considers some changes next time..
Beyond the Wall (BLood Bound) is the first and last "quest" (or, better said, additional story) DLC for Game of Thrones.
Serving as some sort of prologue for the main story, the mini-campaign takes place ten years before the game's main story and
features Mors Westford as a Night's Watch recruit as he tries to survive being taken captive by a tribe of Wildlings beyond the
Wall.

As far as the story is concerned, the whole episode seems to exist just to reveal the origin of Mors' nickname and how he met
his dog, and serves very little purpose otherwise. There are a couple of twists and some badass moments from the characters
involved, but that's pretty much about it. The DLC itself could very hardly pass as a prologue for the videogame itself
(especially since Alester, the second protagonist, is nowhere to be seen, as the quest focuses entirely on Mors).

The gameplay of the DLC also doesn't bring anything new to table: you just have to go around the Wildlings' camp with a fast
levelling up Mors killing the same foes you grew familiar with (only, this time they're Wildlings), with no exploration or
meaningful narrative choices involved. Sure, the main premise is that you have basically no gear to speak of and must loot
everything you can find in order to survive, but the DLC is so short to being with that this handicap is more of an annoyance
than a challenge anyway.

In short, purchase Beyond the Wall (Blood Bound) only if you are a pure completitionist and really want to experience
everything the game has to offer. Now, you may be thinking, this is just a glorified version of snake! Why should I buy it?

Well, can you really say you've played snake unless your snake was a bus and it climbed up the side of a building like a Skyrim
horse? Have you played snake if you haven't broken every known traffic law? Have you played snake if you haven't jumped the
Louvre in a school bus? Have you really played snake if you haven't done all that?

Snakeybus can help you achieve these goals, which were previously but a young bus driver's dream.
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Played Hunter for a bit, played a few games of Runner. I just... I don't know I'm bored already man. Expected it to be some long
game♥♥♥♥♥♥like Evolve was supposed to be, I mean thats why you call someone a Hunter right? But they aren't really
Hunters, they're more like Run-into-ers. Theres no real strategy to this that I can see, granted I may just need to play more to see
it but... I'm not gonna do that. Have fun with it if you want to, I just don't see the point.. I enjoyed this game. I had some
difficulty grabbing the gun. I also realized that you can grab either gun with either hand.

The obvious recommendation is to "walk 10 paces" and turn around to shoot in a duel.

I can also imagine that the dueler would taunt and promise to put you into the grave. Then the next dueler can comment that you
killed his best friend... etc.... BE SURE TO DRINK YOUR KUMATINE. The short: if you like back to back puzzles, with little
to no story or narative, buy this game.

The long: it's a very straight forward find it game. i havent had some of the crashing issues as others have had, so those may
have been fixed. The puzzles are challenging enough that they will make you think a bit inorder to solve. And i like the overall
designs of the people and environment. And the design for the "secret weapon" in particular was really awesome, but thats about
where it ends.

There is very little to the story. direction is follow the little sparkles and arrows, and there is almost no dialogue while moving
from one puzzle to another. I feel like there was supposed to be more after where it ended. The ending was so sudden and at a
crucial turning point. I thought i had missed a trigger inorder to continue, but since there is zero backtracking in this game i
would assume not. afterwards i was just left with unanswered questions. So much infact i wouldnt be surprised if this was made
to be a two-part game, but there are no indications of this other than the sudden stop.  Are we supposed to assume Abigail used
the "secret weapon" to defeat her uncle? Where is he keeping her father and this undead army hidden? Also the story in general
made me feel like someone took a bad fan-fic of the prologue to Hellsing the anime.

As for the puzzles, yes they were challenging at first, but when you reuse the same puzzle with some different tiles, or make
them a little longer, that is bad design. Also, many of the puzzles feel random and have little to do with their surroundings.
There were some unique puzzles to this game and I feel like they could have done more with them to make them stand out.

Finally, there is minimal amount of interacting with the environment. i think the most i had to do was use a key to unlock some
doors and a screwdriver to unscrew a vent to find a key. some items you find in this game simply disappear, like the one that
tells you how to navigate the catacombs (kinda important)

All in all this game made me feel lacking. There was so much more the devs could have done. it was if i asked for a ham
sandwich and all i got was two pieces of bread. all filler and no flavor. I wish this company good luck in their future (relative
since this game has existid since 2011) endevors but this game was just lack luster 4\/10. I am addicted to benchmarking my
PC's. even when I already know they suck! I can't help it! this is my go to app for detailed, accurate and meaningful test results.
I recommend anyone who builds PC's and wants to verify performance, is looking for a bottleneck in their system or is just
curious on how their system stands up to stressful test situations at least download the free demo. I personally after having it
couldn't do without the full suite,It was well worth the money I paid for it. (however much that was I don't remember!).
"Describe what you disliked about the game."

NO. I played this game as a kid and it's just the way I remember it.
So much fun and nostalgic.. Awesome Sci-FI text adventure, the story is really well written totally worth the small price
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